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Coates RollerboardTM Product Guide  

S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

- Single, Double and Triple illuminated module 
units can be arranged in different configurations.

- Rollerboard™ can either be wall/hamper/
bulkhead or ceiling mounted.

- Translite dividers can be removed & replaced.

- Single module - 572mm(L) x 595mm(H) , 
  accommodating one single translite per side. 
- Double module - 1163mm(L) x 595mm(H), 
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

double or two single translites per side. 
- Triple module - 1725mm(L) x 595mm(H)
  accommodating translite configurations of three  

single or one single and one double translite per 
side. 

- Install Pack - Minimum of one required per site 
(subject to site lay out) includes 1 of bracket, 2 of 
bracket covers, 2 of mounting rail end covers + 
hardware components.

- Mounting Rail - Length 2.8m, comes in either 
black or white powder coated finish and includes 
plastic infills to rail.

* Mounting rail will accomodate for  digital screen 
upgrades (subject to digital screen design).

- Single, Double and Triple illuminated module 
units can be arranged in different configurations.

- Rollerboard™ can either be wall/hamper/
bulkhead or ceiling mounted.

- Translite dividers can be removed & replaced.

- Single module - 572mm(L) x 595mm(H), 
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

single translite per side. 
- Double module -1163mm(L) x 595mm(H), 
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

double or two single translites per side. 
- Triple module - 1725mm(L) x 595mm(H), 
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

single and one double, or three single translites 
per side.

- Install Pack - Minimum of one required per site 
(subject to site layout) includes 1 of bracket, 2 of 
bracket covers, 2 of mounting rail end covers + 
hardware components.

- Mounting Rail - Length 2.8m, comes in either 
black or white powder coated finish and includes 
plastic infills to rail.

* Mounting rail will accomodate for  digital screen 
upgrades (subject to digital screen design).

Pricing is the same if ceiling or wall mounting1.   Internal Rollerboard™
1.1  3-Sided Rollerboard™ 555

 

    

     Single (wall mounted option shown) 
  Accommodating x 1     555x555 translites per side.    

        
     
Double (ceiling mounted option shown)     
Accommodating x 2     555x555 translites per side.    
  

       Triple (ceiling mounted option shown) 
Accommodating x 3    555x555 translites per side. 

1.2  2-Sided Rollerboard™ 555

       

       Single (wall mounted option shown)       
   Accommodating x1      555x555 translites per side.  

     
    
       Double (wall mounted option shown)
  Accommodating x 2      555x555 translites per side.    

  

                  Triple (wall mounted option shown)
    Accommodating x 3     555x555 translites per side.  
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S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

- Single and Double illuminated module units can 
be arranged in different configurations.

- Rollerboard™ can either be wall/hamper/
bulkhead or ceiling mounted.

- Translite dividers can be removed & replaced.

- Single module - 715mm(L) x  660mm(H) 
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

single translite per side. 
- Double module - 1095mm(L) x 660mm(H)
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

double or two single translites per side. 
- Install Pack - Minimum of one required per site 

(subject to site layout) includes 1 of bracket, 2 of 
bracket covers, 2 of mounting rail end covers + 
hardware components.

- Mounting Rail - Length 2.8m, comes in either 
black or white powder coated finish and includes 
plastic infills to rail.

* Mounting rail will accomodate for  digital screen 
upgrades (subject to digital screen design).

- Rollerboard™ can either be wall/hamper/
bulkhead or ceiling mounted.

- Translite dividers can be removed & replaced.

- Quad module - 1660mm(L) x 680mm(H)
  accommodating translite configurations of four 

single translites per side.
- Install Pack - Minimum of one required per site 

(subject to site layout) includes 1 of bracket, 2 of 
bracket covers, 2 of mounting rail end covers + 
hardware components.

- Mounting Rail - Length 2.8m, comes in either 
black or white powder coated finish and includes 
plastic infills to rail.

* Mounting rail will accomodate for  digital screen 
upgrades (subject to digital screen design).

- Quad module - 1660mm(L) x 680mm(H)
 accommodating translite configurations of four 

single translites per side.
- Install Pack - Minimum of one required per site 

(subject to site layout) includes 1 of bracket, 2 of 
bracket covers, 2 of mounting rail end covers + 
hardware components.

- Mounting Rail - Length 2.8m, comes in either 
black or white powder coated finish and includes 
plastic infills to rail.

* Mounting rail will accomodate for  digital screen 
upgrades (subject to digital screen design).

Pricing is the same if ceiling or wall mounting

1.3. 2-Sided Rollerboard™ 630

       

      

Single (wall mounted option shown)       
Accommodating x 1      630x700 translites per side.   

     
    
   Double (wall mounted option shown)
Accommodating x 2       630x525 translites per side.   

1.4.  2-Sided Rollerboard™ 650

       

     

 Quad (wall mounted option shown)       
Accommodating x 4      650x400 translites per side.   

1.5.  3-Sided Rollerboard™ 600

    

      Quad (wall mounted option shown)
Accommodating x 4      600x400 translites per side.   
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S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

- Rollerboard™ can either be wall/hamper/
bulkhead or ceiling mounted.

- Translite dividers can be removed & replaced.

- Double module - 1430mm(L) x 660mm(H) 
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

double or two single translites per side. 
- Install Pack - Minimum of one required per site 

(subject to site layout) includes 1 of bracket, 2 of 
bracket covers, 2 of mounting rail end covers + 
hardware components.

- Mounting Rail - Length 2.8m, comes in either 
black or white powder coated finish and includes 
plastic infills to rail.

* Mounting rail will accomodate for  digital screen 
upgrades (subject to digital screen design)

- Single module - 572mm(L) x 595mm(H)
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

single translite.
- Angle Bracket - removable black powder coated 

bracket for 20˚ angle display face.
* One sided Rollerboard™ will accomodate for  

digital screen upgrades (subject to digital screen 
design).

- Double module -1160mm(L) x 595mm(H)
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

double translite or two single translite.
- Angle Bracket - removable black powder coated 

bracket for 20˚ angle display face.
* One sided Rollerboard™ will accomodate for  

digital screen upgrades (subject to digital screen 
design).

- Single module - 715mm(L) x 660mm(H)
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

single translite.
- Angle Bracket - removable black powder coated 

bracket for 20˚ angle display face.
* One sided Rollerboard™ will accomodate for  

digital screen upgrades (subject to digital screen 
design).

1.6.  2-Sided Rollerboard™ 700

    

   Double (wall mounted option shown)
Accommodating x 2      630x700 translites per side.   

1.7. 1-Sided Rollerboard™ 555

       

Single (wall mounted option shown)
Accommodating x 1      555x555 translites per side. 

      Double (wall mounted option shown)  
Accommodating x 2      555x555 translites per side. 

1.8. 1-Sided Rollerboard™ 630

 

Accommodating x 1      630x700 translites per side. 

Pricing is the same if ceiling or wall mounting
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S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

Backlit illuminated Merchandising Display System 
with snap frame.

SPECIFICATIONS
•Custom size and colours available
•Single Module - 600mm x 400mm
•Double Module - 600mm x 800mm
•Triple Module - 600mm x1200mm
•Profile Depth - 95mm
•Bright backlit illumination

- Single module - 400mm(L) x 600mm(H), 
accommodating one single translite 

- Double module - 800mm(L) x 600mm(H), 
  accommodating translite configurations of one 

double or two single translite

- Triple module - 1200mm(L) x 600mm(H),
  accommodating translite configurations of three  

single or one single and one double translite.

2. Internal Flat Face 
Merchandising Display

 

    

      Single Flat Panel 
Accommodating  368 (W) x 568 (H) translites per side. 

   
 

        

     Double Flat Panel 
Accommodating  748 (W) x 568 (H) translites per side. 

      

Triple Flat Panel  
Accommodating  1168 (W) x 568 (H) translites per 
side.
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S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

3. Free Standing Outdoor 
Rollerboard™

3.1   3-Sided Free Standing 
Rollerboard™ Stacker 555

Accommodating x 9      555x555 translites per 
viewable side (Single translite as shown) 

3.2    3-Sided Free Standing 
Rollerboard™ 555

Accommodating x 3       555x555 translites per 
side. 

- Translite dividers can be removed & replaced.
- Single or Double translites can be arranged in 

different configurations than as shown, dividers 
are removable. 

- Overall dimension: 2395(H)  x 1920(W) x 901(D) 
mm.

- Price includes metal electrical / wiring cover.

- Three sided rotating display. Rotating display 
locks into position via magnetic latch located at 
base of unit.

- Translites can be arranged in different 
configurations than as shown, dividers are 
removable. 

- Each of the display faces is key lockable (sets of 
keys provided with units).

- Overall dimension: 2200(H)  x 750(W) dia. 
mm. 400mm(H) base with 1800mm(H) rotating 
display.

- Price includes metal electrical / wiring cover.
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S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

3.3    2-Sided Free Standing 
Rollerboard™ 555

Accommodating x 3      555x555 translites per side. 

3.4    2-Sided Free Standing 
Rollerboard™ 630

Accommodating x 3       630x700 translites per side. 

- Two sided rotating display. Rotating display 
locks into position via magnetic latch located at 
base of unit.

- Translites can be arranged in different 
configurations than as shown, dividers are 
removable. 

- Each of the display faces is key lockable (sets of 
keys provided with units).

- Overall dimension: 2200(H) x 700(W) dia. mm; 
400(H) mm base with 1800(H) mm rotating 
display.

- Price includes metal electrical / wiring cover.

- Two sided rotating display. Rotating display 
locks into position via magnetic latch located at 
base of unit.

- Translites can be arranged in different 
configurations than as shown, dividers are 
removable. 

- Each of the display faces is key lockable (sets of 
keys provided with units).

- Overall dimension: 2460(H) x 800(W) dia. mm; 
300(H) mm base with 2160(H) mm rotating 
display.

- Price includes metal electrical / wiring cover.
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S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

3.5   2-Sided Free Standing 
Rollerboard™ 650

Accommodating x 4        650x400 translites per side. 

3.6   2-Sided Free Standing 
Rollerboard™ Slimline 650

Accommodating x 3        650x400 translites per side. 

- Two sided rotating display. Rotating display 
locks into position via magnetic latch located at 
base of unit.

- Translites can be arranged in different 
configurations than as shown, dividers are 
removable. 

- Each of the display faces is key lockable (sets of 
keys provided with units).

- Overall dimension: 1960(H)  x 990(W) dia. 
mm. 520mm(H) base with 1440mm(H) rotating 
display.

- Price includes metal electrical / wiring cover.

- Two sided slimline rotating display. Rotating 
display locks into position via magnetic latch 
located at base of unit.

- Translites can be arranged in different 
configurations than as shown, dividers are 
removable. 

- Each of the display faces is key lockable (sets of 
keys provided with units).

- Overall dimension: 2400(H)  x 586(W) dia. mm. 
310(H) base with 2100mm(H) rotating display.

- Price includes metal electrical / wiring cover.
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S I G N PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NOTE:
- Includes custom cardboard cartons                                                                      
- Engineering certification for structural adequacy for the wall or ceiling for Rollerboard™ installation is the responsibility of the client. 

3.7   2-Sided Directional Sign - Two sided Directional outdoor sign.
- Vinyl or digital print graphics applied to inside of 

display faces (any design you require).
- Internal frame and base to be steel hot dipped 

galvanised.
- Removable cabinet faces anti reflective 

polycarbonate sheet.
- Edgebanding black powder coated aluminium.
- Overall dimension: 2300(H)  x 700(W) x 5190 (H) 

mm.


